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The possibility of using surrogate variables (e.g., school grades, other test scores, examinee background information) as replacements for common items predicting sample-selection bias between groups was investigated. The problem was specified as an incomplete data problem of comparability studies and was addressed using nonequivalent groups. A general model for estimating complete data (fitted) distributions through covariates is proposed (including common-item scores and surrogate variables as special cases). Model parameters are estimated using the EM algorithm. Standard errors of comparable scores are derived under the proposed model. Data from an empirical example examined the use of surrogate variables for establishing score comparability. Index terms: categorical data, data imputation, EM algorithm, equipercentile equating, loglinear smoothing.
Test equating commonly refers to the scaling of two equivalent forms of the same test to achieve score comparability (e.g., new and old versions of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery; Little & Rubin, 1994) . It is also possible to equate scores on target tests with similar content that are not necessarily equivalent (e.g., the American College Testing Assessment and the College Board's Scholastic Aptitude Test; Marco, Abdel-fattah, & Baron, 1992) . The term "comparability study" is used here to describe the equating of similar but not necessarily equivalent tests.
A common-item design-in which a set of common items is administered with target tests to nonequivalent groups-often is used in data collection for comparability studies. Scores on common items serve as a basis for adjusting possible group differences using the chained equipercentile method (CEM) or the frequency estimation method (FEM; Angoff, 1984) .
Common-item scores do not always correlate highly with scores on target tests. Also, because target tests are frequently administered a few months apart, scores collected at the second testing occasion might be contaminated by nonrandom errors due to test disclosure. Wright & Dorans (1993) suggested using selection (surrogate) variables (e.g., school grades, other test scores) as the anchor to account for group differences. Selection variables, along with examinee background information, might better account for sample-selection bias than do common-item scores alone.
Let Test X and Test Y be target tests between which comparable scores must be determined. The equipercentile method (Angoff, 1984) defines score x on Test X and score ξ on Test Y to be comparable if ξ = G −1 [F (x) ], where F and G are the distribution functions of x and y scores in the reference population. A frequency corresponding to an integer score x is assumed to be uniformly distributed in the interval [x − .5, x + .5] . Therefore, ξ can be computed by interpolation. When target tests are administered to nonequivalent groups on different occasions, F and G estimates might be biased. Comparability studies using nonequivalent groups are considered incomplete-data problems-examinees have observed scores on one test and missing scores on the other (Liou & Cheng, 1995a) .
A generalized loglinear model is proposed to estimate score distributions that would be observed if examinees had been administered both tests. As a result, F and G estimates based on scores from both groups must be less biased than those using incomplete data. Fitted (complete data) distributions are estimated through useful covariates, such as common-item scores or surrogates. Model parameters are estimated using an EM algorithm with the missing-at-random assumption (Rubin & Thayer, 1978) . This assumption is tenable because examinees are assigned to different groups prior to taking the target tests. Comparable scores [and their standard errors (SEs)] are determined with the equipercentile method when F and G estimates are available for both groups.
Modeling Population Distributions
The common-item design has three variables: X, Y , and common items V . When V is unavailable or contaminated by nonrandom errors, it can be replaced with a surrogate variable (e.g., scores on a test available for both groups). The surrogate variable should correlate moderately well with X and Y . V is used here to denote either the common items or a surrogate variable. Let B be the cross-classification of examinees on all background variables (e.g., gender, school). Let f (i, j, k, l) be the joint distribution between x = i, y = j , v = k, and b = l. Under the saturated model, the fitted distribution (i.e., both groups having x and y scores) is
where η is a normalizing constant. The model is comprised of each variable's main effects and higher-order interactions between variables. In a loglinear model, marginal distributions for X, Y , V , and B must be preserved whenever specified in the model. For example, the X marginal probability is constrained to be identical in the fitted and observed distributions if the X main effect is included in the model. When Test X contains 100 items, the i integer scores range from 0 to 100. A complete specification of the 100 parameters for fitting the X marginal probability is impractical. Because X, Y , and V are score distributions, less-stringent constraints can be used. For example,
where φ X h (h = 1, 2, . . . , q) are parameters for fitting the X distribution. These q parameters are the same for i = 0, 1, . . . , 100. For maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of φ, the first q fitted moments equal the corresponding moments in the observed X distribution (Holland & Thayer, 1987; Rosenbaum & Thayer, 1987) . A model with q = 3 fits a unimodal distribution well (e.g., Livingston, 1993) , and q ≥ 4 is desirable for fitting skewed distributions with heavy tails.
The XY marginal probability also can be constrained, so that the cross-product moments (e.g., XY, X 2 Y , XY 2 ) are identical in the fitted and observed distributions. That is,
Two tests measuring similar content are positively correlated with each other; the cross-product XY in Equation 3 preserves a monotone relationship. Higher-order interaction terms can improve model-data fit to distribution tails. The interaction between X and B can be expressed as
Equation 4 preserves the first q moments of X within the lth category. For example, if male and female students have different mean scores on Test X, then φ XB 1l (B representing gender) improves the model-data fit. Other parameters in Equation 1 can be similarly simplified. The logarithm of the complete-data likelihood can be expressed as
where C is a constant, and n (i, j, k, l) is the sample size in the (i, j, k, l)th cell. The MLE of the hth parameter can be found by solving for φ h in the likelihood equation
where t is the score assigned to the lth category (e.g., t = 1 for male, and t = −1 for female); N is the total sample size; u, v, w, and z are integer values specified in the marginal model (e.g., for φ XY 2 in Equation 3, u = 2, v = 1, w = 0, and z = 0); and S h is the sufficient statistic for estimating φ h . In the common-item design, examinees who have taken Test X have an observed x score and a missing y score; for Test Y, they have an observed y score and a missing x score. The incompletedata log-likelihood can be written as
where n(i, ·, k, l) is the sample size for Test X, with score i on Test X, k on V , and l on B, and n (·, j, k, l) is the corresponding sample size for Test Y. Little & Rubin (1987) showed that an incomplete-data likelihood is maximized using the EM algorithm under the missing-at-random assumption. Specifically, the pth stage of the EM algorithm consists of two steps. E-Step.
where
where f (p) (i, ·, k, l) and f (p) (·, j, k, l) are the MLE estimates of the XVB and YVB marginal probabilities, respectively. The values of S h are adjusted to the provisional n(i, ·, k, l), n (·, j, k, l) , and the current estimates of f (p) (i, j, k, l) .
φ p+1 estimates are solved using the adjusted values of S h from the previous E-step. The EM cycle is repeated until the sequence of φ p becomes stable. The MLE of f (i, j, k, l) then can be used to compute X and Y distributions,
and
F (x) and G(y) can be used to determine the comparable scores between X and Y using the equipercentile method. A model's goodness of fit can be examined by the likelihood ratio (LR) statistic
where N X and N Y are the sizes of Groups X and Y , respectively. The degrees of freedom for LR are the number of cells in the XVB and YVB tables minus the number of estimable φs. For scored multiway tables, the degrees of freedom are normally larger than desirable. The LR statistic can be used by first fitting a simple marginal model (e.g., a model preserving the first three sample moments of X, Y , and V , along with the main effect of B), and then adding higher-order marginal moments and interactions into the model. A particular parameter should be retained in the model if it significantly reduces the LR statistic (by using a χ 2 test for the LR difference with 1 degree of freedom).
In the common-item design, none of the examinees have scores on both target tests. Therefore, the XY interaction in the saturated model is not estimable, nor are the XYV, XYB, and XYVB interactions. However, V and B correlate with X and Y . As suggested by Rubin & Thayer (1978) , information pertaining to the XY interaction can be estimated indirectly through V and B. When XV, YV, XB, and YB interactions are already in the model, the XY interaction further reduces the size of LR.
The size of LR is not the only criterion for model selection. Other useful criteria include: 1. Examining the plots of observed and fitted distributions-a valid model should yield distributions that at least make intuitive sense. 2. Two models with different LR values can give similar equipercentile functions-a parsimonious model is preferable to more complex models. 3. Complex models can yield reasonable LR values but larger SEs for estimating comparable scores. SE plots across the score range are useful for model selection.
Asymptotic SEs of Comparable Scores
For simplicity, p ≡ F (x). When F and G are available from the EM algorithm, the comparable score on Test Y can be found by computing
where ξ is the comparable score on Test Y corresponding to the integer score x on Test X.
All repetitions of observed integer scores i and j are assumed to be uniformly distributed in the unit-interval range. Consequently, the first derivatives of F and G with respect to x and y exist at all possible scores; that is,
where i and j satisfy i − .5 < x ≤ i + .5 and j − .5 < y ≤ j + .5. Based on Bahadur's (1966) theorem, the asymptotic SE of ξ is (Ghosh, 1971 )
where g(ξ ) can be estimated by its MLE. F (x) and G(y) are functions of φ. The first-order variances of these functions can be approximated by
where T is the transpose of a matrix, φ φ φ is the parameter vector, and Cov( φ φ φ) approximates the variance-covariance matrix of the MLEs. The variance-covariance matrix can be estimated by the inverse of the observed information matrix. The observed information matrix at φ φ φ = φ φ φ can be obtained by computing the second derivative of the incomplete-data log-likelihood in Equation 7.
Empirical Example Method
The data were scores on two forms-Form X and Form Y-of a sociology test designed for 12th-grade high school students. Form X had 45 items, and Form Y had 46 items. They were administered to nonequivalent groups in three schools. Nineteen additional common items were administered to all examinees. The common items were designed to have content and item difficulties similar to the target forms. Two scores were computed for each examinee: number-correct scores on the common items (V ) and on the appropriate target test. Also used were examinees' average school performance (scores ranging from 0-100) in Geography for Grades 10 and 11. Different methods-CEM, FEM, and the imputation approach using either common-item or Geography scores-were used to estimate comparable scores on Test Y for each integer score on Test X.
The Geography score was considered a surrogate for the common-item score. The design, sample sizes, and basic statistics for the empirical data are listed in Table 1. As Table 1 shows, V had higher correlations with target test scores than did the Geography scores. Form X examinees had slightly higher average V scores than did Form Y examinees; however, the average Geography scores for both examinee groups were similar. A simple marginal model was fitted by preserving the first three moments for X, Y , and V , and the main effect for B (the cross-classification of examinees according to schools). Higher-order moments and interactions then were added to the model. A parameter was retained (by using a χ 2 test) if it significantly reduced the LR statistic or deleted if it resulted in unreasonable score distributions (e.g., extremely skewed distributions). Table 2 lists fit of some of the models to the data and their corresponding LR statistics. For example, Model C1 fit the first three marginal moments for X, Y , and V, all possible two-way interactions, and some three-way interactions. The XB interaction preserved individual mean scores on Test X for each school, and XVB preserved the individual cross products, XV.
Results
The LR statistic for Model C2 was significantly smaller than that for Model C1. The other models in Table 2 did not improve the model-data fit. Figures 1a and 1b show incomplete data (observed) distributions for Forms X and Y , respectively, and the complete data (fitted) distributions estimated using Model C2. Model C2 shifted the Form X distribution to the lower tail and the Form Y distribution to the upper tail.
Comparable scores on Form Y also were found for each integer score on Form X using the equipercentile method. The equipercentile functions are plotted, along with the SEs of comparable scores, in Figures 2a and 2b for Models C1-C5. All models resulted in similar equipercentile functions across the x score range, except Model C1-which had the largest LR value. Model C1 had the smallest SEs across the score range, followed by Model C2 and other more complex models, respectively. Model C2 was less contaminated by sampling error and yielded an equipercentile 
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Model G4 34 (YVB) function similar to that of the more complex models. Thus, Model C2 was the preferred model for these data.
Different models then were fit to the joint distribution between X, Y , B, and Geography scores. Table 2 also lists some of these models and their corresponding LR statistics. (Note that V denotes Geography scores for these analyses.) Figures 1c and 1d give the fitted distributions for Forms X and Y, based on Model G1. Comparison of Figures 1a and 1b with 1c and 1d suggest that the fitted distributions using common-item and Geography scores differed only slightly. Figure 2c shows that equipercentile functions were close to each other for all these models, except for slight differences at the two extremes. SE plots (Figure 2d ) show that Model G1 had the smallest SEs across the x score range. Based on the LR statistics, Model G2 is preferable to Model G1. However, Model G1 yielded an equipercentile function similar to those of more complex models, and it was less contaminated by sampling error. Thus, Model G1 was preferred for these data because it had fewer parameters for scaling comparable scores.
Comparable scores also were computed with the same data using the CEM and FEM based on common-item scores. A comparison of the equipercentile functions based on CEM and FEM is plotted in Figure 3 , along with results for Models C2 and G1. Due to zero frequencies at the lower and upper tails of the number-correct score distributions, comparable scores and SEs could not be estimated well for the CEM and FEM; therefore, Figure 3 shows results only in the score range of (5, 40) for all methods. The imputation method using common-item scores theoretically is closer to the smoothed FEM (Liou & Cheng, 1995a) . Figure 3a shows that the equipercentile functions for Model C2 and the FEM were similar to each other, except for larger sampling fluctuations associated with the FEM. Comparable scores based on Model G1 did not differ much from those of the FEM. The equipercentile function plots suggest that the difference between Models C2 and G1 was less significant than that between the CEM and FEM. SEs of comparable scores using the CEM and FEM were computed from equations similar to Equation 17 (Liou & Cheng, 1995b; Liou, Cheng, & Johnson, 1997) . SEs are shown in Figure 3b . Both conventional methods resulted in much larger SEs across the x score range.
Conclusions
Common-item scores can have small correlations with target scores (Wright & Dorans, 1993) . The proposed methodology allows the inclusion of other covariates, along with common-item scores, into the model to improve the prediction of group differences. The empirical example suggested that a Geography score worked as well as the common-item score for imputing missing data, even though the two variables had lower correlations with target tests. Sample-selection bias was not as serious as had been expected. It would be useful to determine whether the use of surrogate variables for imputing missing scores is effective when target groups differ in ability to a larger degree.
